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We review some opto-electronic devices based on the III–V/SOI heterogeneous integration platform,
including lasers, modulators, wavelength converters, and photo-detectors. All of them are critical
components for future on-chip interconnect and optical network-on-chip. The footprints of such
devices are kept small by employing micro-cavity based structures. We give an overview of the
device performances. The advantages over the all-silicon based devices are also discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The interconnect bottleneck is envisioned as one of the

critical challenges in the progress of integrated electronic

circuits.1 As the size of the gate length scales down, the

speed and cost of an individual logic element improve,

but unfortunately the performance of electric interconnect

gets worse due to the resistive nature of metal wires.

The response time (related to the resistance–capacitance

product) and the power consumption (including dynamic

capacitive load and Joule heat) of such a interconnect

wire increases as the linewidth shrinks.2 This places a

limitation to the overall data-processing performance even

on the chip level.3�4 Optical interconnect is considered

as a solution to this bottleneck. By replacing the elec-

tric wires with low-loss optical waveguides,5�6 the energy

∗Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
†Currently with IBM T. J. Watson Research Center, 1101 Kitchawan

Rd., Yorktown Heights, NY 10598, USA.
�This is an invited review paper.

dissipation in the connection wire itself can be reduced to

a negligible level. Furthermore, an optical waveguide can

provide virtually unlimited bandwidth for data commu-

nication, although the wavelength-division-multiplexing

(WDM) technique might be necessary to fully exploit

it.7–9 Due to these promising perspectives, more and more

research interests have been attracted to on-chip optical

interconnect on both architectural designs and enabling

technologies. In recent years, the idea of optical network-

on-chip (ONoC) has also been introduced, where inter-

connect networks with more sophisticated routing and

switching abilities within the optical domain—rather than

the basic point-to-point links—were involved.10–13

Due to the compatible fabrication processes with com-

plementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) technol-

ogy, silicon is probably the most suitable material to

accommodate optical interconnect with the integration of

electronic circuits. This advantage can largely improve the

yield, reproducibility, and cost. Particularly, on the silicon-

on-insulator (SOI) platform, the dimension of a single

mode waveguide can be shrunk to, e.g., 500× 220 nm2,

and the propagation loss of it can be less than 1 dB/cm.6

This sub-micron sized waveguide leads to high-density

integration of devices, which further reduces the cost.

However, the full electronic–photonic integration based on

silicon is still hampered by the absence of a compact

and efficient light source, due to the indirect band-gap

of silicon. Researchers have introduced various strate-

gies to achieve all-silicon based lasers,14–17 but they are

still struggling for the efficiency and the feasibility of

high-density integration. III–V compound semiconductors
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provide superior performance for light emission, and they

also outperform silicon in some other aspects, e.g., high

nonlinearity, high speed, efficient light detection at infrared

wavelengths, etc. However, the drawbacks of III–V mate-

rials are their large device footprint and high cost. Het-

erogeneous integration of SOI and III–V, which combines

the advantages of both materials, is therefore considered to

be an efficient and complete platform for on-chip optical

interconnect in the near future.

There are three main approaches for the integration

of III–V material and silicon, which are flip-chip inte-

gration, hetero-epitaxial growth, and bonding technology.

Flip-chip is the most matured technique, in which the fin-

ished optoelectronic components or chips are flipped over

and bonded on the SOI circuit through soldering.18 This

sort of package-level integration is time-consuming and

also less dense, since each of the chips has to be aligned

and bonded sequentially. Hetero-epitaxial growth of III–V

on silicon, on the other hand, offers the potential of dense

integration. However, the lattice mismatch between the two

materials results in a high density of crystal defects, and

degrades the device performance significantly.19 Bonding

technology allows the integration of a high-quality III–V

thin film onto the SOI structure.20�21 The III–V film is

unpatterned initially and the devices in it are fabricated

after the bonding process with, e.g., the standard CMOS

technology, which can provide high alignment accuracy,

high yield, and high integration density. The III–V/SOI

die-to-wafer bonding is adopted in this paper, and will be

described in detail in the next section. We will also review

our recent results of micro-cavity based devices fabri-

cated through the bonding technology, including micro-

disk lasers (MDLs), micro-disk modulators, wavelength

convertors, and resonant photo-detectors,22–25 which are all

critical components for on-chip optical interconnect and

ONoC. A novel type of heterogeneous III–V/SOI cavity

for light emission and nonlinearity enhancement will be

discussed as well.26

2. III–V/SOI DIE-TO-WAFER BONDING

Figure 1 shows the processing flow of the device fabrica-

tion based on the III–V/SOI die-to-wafer bonding. Gener-

ally, III–V dice with appropriate sizes are first bonded up

side down on top of the processed SOI wafer. Dice with

different III–V layer structures can be bonded on the same

SOI wafer. Since these III–V dice are unpatterned at this

stage, only a coarse alignment is needed to just ensure

they cover the areas where the active components will be

located. Then, the InP substrate is removed by mechani-

cal grinding and chemical etching. To isolate the etching

solution from the target III–V layers, an etch stop layer

(1) surface preparation

(3) substrate removal

(2) bonding

(4) III-V processing

Fig. 1. Processing flow of the device fabrication with the III–V/SOI

die-to-wafer bonding technology.
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(usually InGaAs), which will be removed subsequently,

is embedded between these layers and the substrate. The

devices in the bonded III–V layers are then lithograph-

ically aligned and fabricated with standard wafer-scale

processing.

To achieve a reliable bonding between the III–V dice

and the SOI wafer, two techniques have been introduced,

namely, SiO2 molecular bonding20 and benzocyclobutene

(BCB) adhesive bonding21 as sketched in Figure 2. In

the first approach, the SOI wafer is covered by a SiO2

layer, and then planarized by chemical mechanical pol-

ishing (CMP). A thin SiO2 layer is also deposited on

the III–V die. Subsequently, these two SiO2 surfaces are

chemically activated and then brought in contact. After an

annealing process, the III–V die and the SOI wafer are

bonded together by the van der Waals force. Both surfaces

must be particle-free and the roughness has to be within a

few atomic layers, so that the van der Waals attraction can

take place in a large portion of the bonded surfaces. In the

adhesive bonding approach, a polymer film (e.g., BCB) is

first spin-coated on the SOI wafer. Due to the liquid form

of the BCB solution, the topography of the SOI wafer can

be planarized, and some particles, at least with diameters

smaller than the BCB layer thickness, are acceptable. After

applying the BCB film, the SOI wafer is baked at 150 �C
for a short time to drive out the solvent, and the III–V

die is attached on top. The whole stack is then cured in

an oven at 250 �C for one hour to polymerize the BCB

completely. Obviously, BCB adhesive bonding technology

is more tolerant to the cleanliness of the fabrication envi-

ronment and the quality of the bonded surfaces. Bonding

by means of thick BCB layers (several hundred nanome-

ters or more) is simple and reliable. As a comparison, the

yield of the SiO2 molecular bonding is only about 50%.

On the other hand, due to the fluidity of the BCB mate-

rial before curing and the uncontrolled pressure applied on

III-V

SiO2 depo.

Bonding

SiO2 depo.
+CMP

SOI
III-V

Bonding

BCB spinning

SOI

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Sketch of (a) the SiO2 molecular bonding and (b) the BCB adhe-

sive bonding processing.

the dice in the current bonding method, the uniformity of

the BCB thickness is poor, which can vary several tens of

nanometer within the same chip and about 100 nm from

chip to chip. Through a dedicated bonding equipment with

a well-controlled, uniform, and constant pressure during

the curing process, the uniformity of the BCB thickness

within 10% should be achievable. The thinner the bonding

layer becomes, the more demanding the bonding process

is. Recently, we have successfully achieved a BCB bond-

ing layer thickness (defined as the distance between the

top of the SOI waveguide and the bottom of the III–V

layer) of about 50 nm.26 This opens up the possibilities for

some new applications, e.g., a heterogeneous III–V/SOI

structure with an ultra-thin III–V overlay,26 which will

be discussed later. Both the SiO2 molecular bonding and

BCB adhesive bonding were employed for fabricating the

devices in this paper.

3. MICRO-DISK LASER

Electrically-pumped Fabry-Perot (FP) lasers, distributed

feed-back (DFB) lasers, and distributed Bragg reflector

(DBR) lasers with lengths of several hundred microns

have been recently demonstrated by using the III–V/SOI

bonding technology.27–29 To further reduce the footprint

of the laser device, we employed a micro-disk structure,

as shown in Figure 3, which is fabricated through SiO2

molecular bonding.22 The III–V disk typically has a diam-

eter of about 10 �m, and thickness of 1 �m in order to

accommodate the p–i–n junction for electrical pumping.

SiO2

SOI wg.

SOI wg.

Disk

r (μm)

z
(μ

m
)

Lateral
contact

(a)

Metal

Active layer

Tunnel junction

+   –

2.75 3.75 4.75

–0.5

0

0.5

1 Metal

(b) (c)

20 μm

Fig. 3. (a) Structure of the MDL integrated on an SOI waveguide.

(b) Microscope picture of fabricated devices before metallization. (c) Er -

field amplitude distribution of the fundamental WGM in a micro-disk

with 7.5 �m diameter.
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The resonant mode is the whispering gallery mode (WGM)

confined at the periphery of the disk. Figure 3(c) shows

the Er field distribution of the fundamental WGM. The

optical gain is provided by three compressively strained

quantum wells embedded in the middle of the III–V layer.

Laser light is coupled out by the evanescent coupling to the

underlying SOI waveguide aligned to the edge of the disk.

The SiO2 bonding layer thickness is typically 100 nm–

200 nm. The top metal contact is positioned at the center

of the disk, where the mode field is nearly zero. The bot-

tom contact is deposited on a thin lateral contact layer of

about 100 nm thick. A reverse biased tunnel junction is

located above this lateral contact layer for hole injection.

As compared to conventional p-type contacts, this tunnel-

junction based contact provides a low optical loss, a low

contact resistance, and also a uniform current distribution

in the whole disk area.30 We refer to Ref. [22] for the III–V

epitaxial layer and the detailed fabrication processes.

Figure 4 shows the lasing characteristics of an MDL

with 10 �m diameter under continuous driving condi-

tions. Due to the small size, the free spectral range (FSR)

of the cavity resonance (i.e., the wavelength difference

of the two adjacent azimuthal modes) is large (24 nm

in this case). Thus, single-mode lasing was obtained as

shown in Figure 4(a). The side-mode suppression ration

is about 22 dB. The light–current–voltage (LIV) relation
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Fig. 4. (a) Lasing spectrum of a 10 �m MDL at a bias of 4.8 mA.

(b) LIV curves of the same laser. The dashed line indicates the voltage;

the solid lines indicate the powers towards the two ends of the SOI

waveguide. The blue solid line is offset by 1 �W for clarity.

of the MDL is plotted in Figure 4(b). The threshold cur-

rent is 1.0 mA, which corresponds to a current density

of 1.27 kA/cm2, assuming uniform injection. One can see

that the lasing powers measured at the two ends of the

SOI waveguide are approximately equal. This means that

the MDL actually works in the bi-directional regime,31

where the clockwise and the counter-clockwise propaga-

tions of the WGM coexist. The peak lasing power in the

SOI waveguide is about 10 �W limited by the early ther-

mal rollover, since the thermal resistance of the device

is high (measured to be 4.8 K/mW) due to the relatively

thick SiO2 buffer layer (1 �m).32 The sudden drop of the

power beyond 5 mA is due to the switching of the las-

ing mode to another azimuthal order with a longer wave-

length, since the peak gain wavelength of the quantum

wells red-shifts at an elevated temperature. The long and

short range oscillations of the light–current curves above

threshold are most likely due to the reflection feedback

(calculated to be about −22 dB) from the grating couplers

used for interfacing between the SOI waveguide and the

single mode fiber.33 Continuous lasing operation was also

obtained for micro-disks of 7.5 �m diameter with simi-

lar characteristics. However, No lasing was achieved with

5 �m diameter disks probably due to the relatively large

misalignment of the top metal contact resulted from the

contact lithography. More advanced lithography tools, e.g.,

a high-end deep-ultraviolet (DUV) stepper, might be nec-

essary for obtaining a working MDL of such a small size.

The dynamic response of an MDL is an important char-

acteristic, as the direct modulation of the bias current is

the easiest and most compact way to imprint a data pat-

tern onto the laser beam. Figure 5(a) shows the typical

small signal modulation response of a 7.5 �m diameter

MDL. The 3 dB bandwidth is about 3.5 GHz. The large

signal modulation response is also plotted in Figure 5(b),

where the MDL was modulated with a periodic square-

wave signal at 1.5 GHz (3.0 Gbps). Here, the low level

of the driving signal was slightly above threshold, and the

high level was at the current giving the highest power. No

significant overshoot is observed. The extinction ratio of

the optical signal is 10 dB after the amplification by an

Er-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). The rise and fall time is

110 ps and 150 ps, respectively. The eye-diagram analysis

reveals that the data transmission performance is actually

limited by the low signal-to-noise ratio resulted from the

relatively weak lasing power (e.g., 10 �W) obtained so far.

Simulation shows that the output power can be increased

by at least an order of magnitude with an optimized

structure.34 This will improve significantly the signal-to-

noise ratio, as well as the operation speed.

As we mentioned above, WDM might be a necessary

technology for ONoC, where information is carried on dif-

ferent wavelengths but transferred in one waveguide. For

this purpose, a multi-wavelength laser is required, and it

can be readily realized by cascading several MDLs with

J. Nanosci. Nanotechnol. 10, 1461–1472, 2010 1465
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electrical driving signal of a periodic square-wave at 1.5 GHz.

slightly different diameters on one bus SOI waveguide,

as shown in Figure 6(a).23 This simple configuration is

favored by the evanescent out-coupling scheme of an MDL,

whereas for a conventional FP, DFB, or DBR laser a mul-

tiplexer has to be included for the same functionality.27–29

We present in Figures 6(b and c) the measured spectra of

two 4-channel multi-wavelength lasers: one for 6 nm chan-

nel spacing, the other for 8 nm channel spacing. To achieve

a uniform emitting power, the bias current of each MDL

has been adjusted individually. This is mainly due to the

insertion loss caused by one micro-disk. The 1 �m thick

III–V layer supports several high-order modes in the ver-

tical direction. When the laser light from one MDL passes

through the adjacent micro-disks to the output port, part

of the power will be lost due to the coupling to these

high-order modes. Measurements show that this insertion

loss is about 3 dB.23 For this reason, the emitting powers

of all the other MDLs have to compromise with that of

the MDL the most distant to the output port through, e.g.,

adjusting their bias currents. This approach might become

unrealistic, if a large number of channels are involved.

An alternative solution to this problem is to decrease the

III–V layer thickness (e.g., to about 300 nm) so that sin-

gle mode operation is ensured in the vertical direction.

Numerical simulations suggest that 0.1 dB insertion loss

can be achieved with this approach. However, designing

an efficient p–i–n structure in this ultra-thin III–V layer,

while keeping a reasonable optical loss is still challenging.

Another reason for the power non-uniformity comes from

the wavelength dependence of the material gain, which can
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Fig. 6. (a) Fabricated multiwavelength laser before metallization, com-

posed of four MDLs on one bus SOI waveguide. Arrow indicates

the monitoring direction. Spectra of two multiwavelength lasers with

(b) 6 nm channel spacing and (c) 8 nm channel spacing. The bias current

of each MDL is marked on the corresponding lasing peak. (a) and (c) are

Reprinted with permission from [23], J. Van Campenhout et al., IEEE
Photon. Technol. Lett. 20, 1345 (2008). © 2008, IEEE.

be minimized by reducing the channel spacing. Due to the

fabrication accuracy, the lasing wavelengths of identical

micro-disks vary about ±500 pm in the same chip. There-

fore, a trimming mechanism, e.g., a local heater, would be

necessary to align each of the lasing peaks to the desired

channel grid.

Although the MDLs mentioned above are all based on

the SiO2 molecular bonding, BCB bonding technology has

also been employed recently. Since BCB (n = 1.54) has

a slightly higher refractive index as compared to SiO2

(n = 1.44), the coupling efficiency to the SOI waveguide

is expected to be larger, likely resulting in a higher out-

put power. On the other hand, the thermal conductivity of

BCB (0.3 W/mK) is lower than that of SiO2 (1.2 W/mK),

so the thermal resistance of the whole device would be

also larger, which limits the amount of current that can

be applied. Similar performances have been obtained with

BCB-bonded MDLs. Figure 7 shows the lasing spectrum
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Fig. 7. Lasing characteristics of a BCB-bonded MDL with 15 �m

diameter. (a) Lasing spectrum; (b) Lasing power as a function of the

absorbed pump power. The optical pump source is a 980 nm laser diode.

and power response of a BCB-bonded MDL with 15 �m
diameter under optical pumping.

4. MICRO-DISK MODULATOR

Instead of using MDLs as on-chip light sources, an exter-

nal laser might be employed for stronger power or bet-

ter performance. This laser beam will be coupled to and

shared by the whole chip. Local electro-optic modulators

are therefore needed to place the information on the car-

rier laser beams. There have been lots of reports on all-

silicon based modulators mainly through two approaches:

carrier depletion35�36 or carrier injection.37–40 Both of them

rely on the free carrier dispersion (FCD) effect, i.e., the

refractive index of silicon varies with different carrier

concentrations.41 A Mach-Zehnder interferometer structure

is commonly used to translate the phase modulation to the

intensity modulation.35�40 Alternatively, a ring or disk res-

onant cavity can also be employed, which helps to reduce

the device size and the power consumption, but the oper-

ational wavelength range is confined only around the res-

onant wavelengths.37–39

Recently, various heterogeneously-integrated modula-

tors have been demonstrated by using GeSi material42 or

III–V quantum wells.43�44 We also proposed a III–V micro-

disk modulator integrated on an SOI waveguide.24 The

structure is essentially the same as the MDL introduced

above (cf., Fig. 3). The working principle relies on the

modulation of the loss or gain of the active layer in the

micro-disk cavity via current injection.45 Figure 8(a) shows

the static transmission spectra of transverse-electric (TE)

polarized light in the SOI waveguide. At zero bias, no
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Fig. 8. (a) Normalized transmission spectrum of the micro-disk mod-

ulator at different biases. (b) Electric driving signal and corresponding

optical response of the micro-disk modulator at 2.73 Gbps. Reprinted with

permission from [24], L. Liu et al., Opt. Lett. 33, 2518 (2008). © 2008,

Optical Society of America.

resonant dip is observed. This is due to the fact that the

intrinsic loss of the micro-disk cavity (mainly from the

large band-to-band absorption of the active layer) is much

higher than that of the coupling loss to the SOI waveg-

uide. The cavity works in an under-coupled regime. As the

bias current increases, the absorption of the active layer is

compensated by the injected carriers, and even gain can be

obtained. The resonant dip also becomes more and more

obvious, meaning that the micro-disk cavity approaches

the critical-coupling point where the intrinsic loss and the

coupling loss are equal. An extinction ratio of about 10 dB

is obtained at 400 �A/1.1 V bias which is further con-

firmed to be the best operation point of the present device,

since at this current level the active layer in the cavity

is likely at transparency which gives a power-independent

modulation depth.24 The shift of the resonant dip results

from the competition between the FCD effect and the

thermo-optic effect. At low currents, the former one dom-

inates (blue-shift), and as the bias increases further the

latter starts to take over (red-shift). The dynamic modula-

tion results are shown in Figure 8(b), where the waveforms

of the electric driving signal and the corresponding opti-

cal signal using a 32-bit non-return-zero (NRZ) pattern at

a bit rate of 2.73 Gbps are presented. One can see the

information was reversely transferred onto the laser beam.
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The optical modulation depth is about 6 dB, slightly less

than the static result (10 dB), due to the significant spon-

taneous emission from the EDFA employed to amplify the

output signal. Note that we obtained this operation speed

without using any special drive techniques, while <1 Gbps

NRZ modulation was originally reported in the carrier-

injection based silicon modulators due to the slower carrier

dynamics.37�38 The speed of those devices has been pushed

to about 10 Gbps with the pre-emphasis technique,39�40

and this approach can also be employed to the proposed

device. The dynamic power consumption of the present

modulator is estimated to be about 250 fJ/bit, which is

less than those of the carrier-injection based silicon mod-

ulators (300–5000 fJ/bit),39�40�42 but still high as compared

to some carrier-depletion or electro-absorption (EA) based

modulators (tens of fJ/bit).36�42�43 The power consumption

can be reduced, to some extent, by creating a central hole,

or employing an ultra-small disk. Besides through carrier

injection as demonstrated here, the loss of an III–V active

layer can also be modified via, e.g., the EA effect under

a reverse bias.43 This can largely reduce the power con-

sumption, and also improve the operation speed.

5. WAVELENGTH CONVERTER BASED
ON A MICRO-DISK LASER

Wavelength conversion plays an important role in WDM

telecommunication networks, which enables the dynamic

allocation of the limited wavelength resources.46 In future

ONoC, an all-optical wavelength convertor might also be

a useful element. Based on silicon, the four-wave mix-

ing (FWM) effect47�49 or the FCD effect accompanied by

two-photon absorption (TPA)48 have been employed for

realizing such a device. Since FWM and TPA are all high-

order nonlinear effects of silicon (based on ��3�: the third-

order susceptibility),50 a strong optical signal is required.

By employing an SOI wire waveguide with a tightly-

confined optical field and a ring resonant cavity, the power

of the control signal has already been reduced to several

milliwatts.49 However, since it is not so straightforward to

build an integrated optical amplifier on SOI, this power

level might be still too high for applications like ONoC.

By using the MDLs, ultra-low-power wavelength

conversion has been achieved.25 Figure 9(a) shows our

experimental setup. For wavelength conversion, an external

control laser of TE polarization was injected to the MDL

through the SOI waveguide. This laser beam was tuned

to the wavelength of the second highest spectral peak of

the laser, which is one FSR away from the natural las-

ing peak at the longer wavelength side (another azimuthal

order). The output light was pre-amplified. A band-pass fil-

ter was used to block the residual control signal, and only

the natural lasing wavelength of the MDL was detected.

Figure 9(b) shows the static lasing spectra with and with-

out an injected light. One can find that the information car-

ried on the injected signal could be imprinted to the natural
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Fig. 9. (a) Measurement setup for wavelength conversion. The equip-

ments in the dotted frames were added for dynamic measurements.

(b) Measured spectra with and without an injected laser, showing the

working principle of the wavelength converter.

lasing light of the MDL in a reversed way. Figure 10(a)

shows the measured natural lasing power as a function

of the injected wavelengths. A clear dip can be observed

when the injected beam is at resonance with the cavity

mode around 1620 nm (cf., Fig. 9(b)). 6.4 �W injected

power suffices to achieve about 20 dB extinction ratio

of the converted signal. Such a low control power is

obtained by the gain provided by the active material in the

micro-disk cavity. The dynamic wavelength conversion is

shown in Figure 10(b) where the input control signal is a

5 Gbps NRZ code with 231-1 pseudo random bit sequence.

Although an open eye was obtained, the performance is

still limited by the low signal-to-noise ratio of the natural

lasing as we mentioned above.

6. WAVELENGTH-SELECTIVE RESONANT
PHOTO-DETECTOR

Single crystalline silicon shows low absorption losses

for guiding infrared light.5�6 This implies that it is not

a good candidate for light detection at these wave-

lengths. Commonly, silicon can be made absorbing by

the incorporation of doping elements, e.g., Erbium,51 or

the introduction of the crystal defects through, e.g., pro-

ton implantation.52 It has been shown that photocur-

rent can also been generated through TPA in silicon.53
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Fig. 10. (a) Power at the natural lasing wavelength as a function of

the injected wavelength. (b) Eye diagram of the converted signal as the

injected laser was modulated at 5 Gbps. Reprinted with permission from

[25], L. Liu et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 93, 061107 (2008). © 2008, American

Institute of Physics.

However, these all-silicon based infrared detectors still

have very low efficiency, and are outperformed by their

counterparts based on, e.g., InGaAs. We have intro-

duced an evanescently-coupled, InGaAs/InAlAs metal–

semiconductor–metal (MSM) photo-detector integrated on

an SOI waveguide through the BCB adhesive bonding.54

Figure 11(a) shows a schematic cross section of such a

detector. Responsivity of 1.0 A/W at a broad wavelength

SOI ring
MSM detector

(c)(b)

(a)
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Fig. 11. (a) Cross-sectional sketch of the InAlAs/InGaAs MSM detec-

tor on an SOI waveguide. The input light is in the SOI waveguide travel-

ling perpendicularly to the paper plane. (b) Conventional configuration of

a wavelength-selective detector based on an SOI ring cavity; (c) Proposed

configuration with the III–V absorption layer bonded on top of the ring.
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Fig. 12. (a) Microscope picture of a fabricated device. (b) Transmitted

power and detected current as a function of the input laser wavelength.

range has been demonstrated with a detector length of

25 �m.54

In this paper, we propose a wavelength-selective reso-

nant detector structure based on an SOI ring, which can

be potentially used for ONoC involving WDM. Instead

of using an SOI waveguide to lead the dropped light to

the broadband MSM detector (see Fig. 11(b)), the InGaAs

absorption layer is directly integrated on part of the SOI

ring resonator in the proposed structure (see Fig. 11(c)).

Therefore, the length of the detector can be further reduced

(5 �m in the fabricated device shown in Fig. 12(a)).

Figure 12(b) shows the measured responses under static

conditions. A grating coupler was used to interface with an

optical fiber, resulting in a Gaussian coupling spectrum.33

One can see that the present detector only responds to the

resonant wavelengths and the peak responsivity reaches

1.0 A/W. Off resonance, the detected current drops by

more than 10 dB. At the through port of the SOI waveg-

uide, the extinction ratio is also more than 10 dB. The dark

current was measured to be around 0.5 nA, which is less

than that of the originally broadband detector (5 nA) due

to the smaller device area.

7. HETEROGENEOUS III–V/SOI
MICRO-CAVITY

The devices discussed above are all based on the evanes-

cent coupling between the SOI waveguide and the III–V

layer, where guiding structures are defined in both mate-

rials (e.g., the SOI waveguide and the III–V micro-disks).

Recently, we introduced a novel heterogeneous III–V/SOI

structure, which consists of an SOI waveguide and a
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bonded thin III–V film (sub 100 nm) using a very thin (i.e.,

65 nm) BCB layer as shown in Figure 13(a). In this device

configuration the optical mode is a hybrid mode which is

predominantly confined in the SOI waveguide, but the tail

of the mode overlaps with the III–V layer structure (see

Figs. 13(b and c)). This allows using, e.g., DUV lithog-

raphy to define the waveguide structures in the SOI layer,

while keeping the III–V processing simple and less criti-

cal. Stimulated emission and strong nonlinear behavior in

this hybrid waveguide structure can be achieved due to the

overlap of the mode with the bonded III–V layer. A similar

structure has also been employed in the molecular bond-

ing technology for realizing lasers.27–29 However, the weak

optical confinement provided by different compositions of

the III–V materials in the vertical direction leads to a large

cross section of the underlying SOI waveguide, which does

not allow sharp bends. In our structure, a strong con-

finement in the vertical direction is kept by employing

a sub-100 nm thick III–V layer, and a single-mode SOI

waveguide can therefore be adopted. Nonetheless, electri-

cal pumping of these devices would be hard or probably

impossible. Through optical pumping however, light emis-

sion can be realized as demonstrated in Figure 14, show-

ing the emission spectrum from a ring cavity coupled to

the SOI waveguide. While no lasing was obtained yet by

pumping from the top of the III–V/SOI waveguide circuit

due to the inefficient absorption of the pump light in the

thin III–V layer, it is believed that lasing can be achieved

with in-plane pumping using the SOI waveguide layer to

route the pump light to the III–V/SOI cavity. This requires

however dedicated resonator structures, which allow crit-

ical coupling for the pump wavelength and high quality

factor for the lasing wavelength. Besides light emission,

a strong nonlinear behavior was also observed which can
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Fig. 13. (a) Cross-sectional picture of the heterogeneous III–V/SOI

waveguide structure, showing an 80 nm III–V layer bonded on top of two

SOI waveguides. Mode field distributions in this structure with (b) TE

and (c) Transverse magnetic (TM) polarizations.
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Fig. 14. (a) Scanning electron microscope picture of a heterogeneous

III–V/SOI micro-cavity. (b) Emission spectrum coupled to the SOI

waveguide under optical pumping. Reprinted with permission from [26],

G. Roelkens et al., J. Appl. Phys. 104, 033117 (2008). © 2008, American

Institute of Physics.

be used for all-optical switching and wavelength conver-

sion in an ONoC. This behavior results from the FCD

effect of the III–V layer induced by the pump beam, which

changes the resonance wavelength of the III–V/SOI cavity

and thereby allows switching of a probe beam or imprint-

ing of the pump beam data signal on a probe beam. Since

the free carriers are generated through the direct band-to-

band absorption, which is a much more efficient process as

compared to the TPA adopted in all-silicon approaches,48

better device performances, e.g., continuous wave opera-

tion, has been achieved.26

8. CONCLUSIONS

We have reviewed some basic opto-electronic components

on silicon for future on-chip interconnect and ONoC,

including lasers, modulators, wavelength converters, and

photo-detectors. Heterogeneous integration of III–V mate-

rials and SOI structure through either SiO2 molecular or

BCB adhesive die-to-wafer bonding has been employed

for realizing these components in a CMOS compatible

way. This bonding technology combines the advantages

of both materials, and provides an efficient and complete

platform for on-chip interconnect and ONoC as discussed

above. Micro-cavity based structures have been adopted

for all the devices in this paper due to their compact size.
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The performances of the fabricated devices based on the

heterogeneous III–V/SOI platform have been studied and

compared with their all-silicon based counterparts. Various

advantages have been demonstrated, especially the effi-

cient and compact laser sources which are still missing

with all-silicon approaches. We also demonstrated III–V

micro-disk modulators with 10 dB extinction ratio and

2.73 Gbps operation speed, wavelength converters with a

control power as low as 6.4 �W, and compact wavelength-

selective MSM photo-detectors. A heterogeneous III–V/

SOI micro-cavity structure has been introduced, showing

the potential for laser emission and nonlinear applications.

Improving the performance of the individual components

is one of our future objectives. This will enable a practi-

cal demonstration of an ONoC integrating all or part of

the aforementioned devices together with the passive SOI

circuits.
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